
 

Joey Sturgis Tones Toneforge Menace V1 2l Extra Quality

toneforge guilty pleasure doesnt have presets or amp matches to buy. instead, you can dial in a
tonal evolution through the v1 2l. if youre looking for a pedal that will give you all the tones you

could ever want, this is the tone for you. the v1 2l is not for everyone. its for the guitarists who want
to have their own sound, and theyre not looking for presets or amp matches. its for the amp-heads
who have their own amp in their own home, and are looking for their own tone. jens bogren, a long-
time friend of sturgis, has a pretty big reputation of his own. he produced a lot of the soundscapes
that we first heard on the original toneforge. over the years, he has continued to produce more and
more excellent effects plugins. toneforge jason richardson is a very different beast from the other
products in the toneforge line, and is the type of plugin that might be perfect for a specific style of
recording or mastering. that being said, you can use this as an amp replacement and still achieve

some pretty incredible tones. this plugin offers five custom amp models, two high quality cab
designs and 4 new classic pedals that offer a variety of tones. toneforge guilty pleasure is a great
way to dial in tones with a little more versatility than the original pedals. all of the toneforge guilty
pleasure is based on taylor larson’s original master tone. each amp is designed to sound just like
that tone. this means that you can use these amps and plugins as a standalone and still achieve

amazing tones. on the front panel of each section, the amps include unique controls such as edge
and shimmer, and feature the ability to make the input drive the amp instead of a dedicated gain
knob. this design makes toneforge jason richardson stand out from the rest of the collection, and

offers a little more room for creative exploration when dialing in tones.
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Spruce brings their take on the classic five-
speaker cabinet designs to Toneforge Guilty

Pleasure. The combination of the cabinets with
the plug-ins create a sound that can be both

modern and retro. All of the high end components
in this lineup are specifically designed for

maximum output and durability. The gain knob is
now metal to better match the Toneforge series.
The volume knob is detachable to allow for use

with a variety of the many speakers out there. All
four of the pedals offer what is needed for any

guitarist from a foot switch to a push/pull thumb
stick style control. As with all of our other

products, Toneforge Jason Richardson is the only
one with access to the beta code, so you can

expect fresh updates every month. With that, we
would like to wish a Happy Thanksgiving and

Happy Holidays. Now before you start creating,
download the Toneforge Menace v1 and

Toneforge 10k Pedals 2 plugin for free. We've also
partnered with some of the most talented

engineers and sound designers for a full year of
upgrades and content to help you explore your

creativity. So to kick off the year, we've offered a
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Limited Edition Toneforge CE, including the
Toneforge Menace and Toneforge 10k Pedals 2
software plugins, the new StudioTone Echo 1
drum machine and the DrumStrip 3D 2 drum

machine. Treat yourself and get in now. More than
just cutting edge technology in a plugin,

Toneforge Menace V1 takes everything you love
about guitar and expands it into a multi-

dimensional toolbox. Whether you're creating mad
riffs or capturing the vocals of a band through

multiple mics, Toneforge is your #1 go-to plug-in
in the studio or on the road. Theres no playing

around. Get Toneforge Menace V1 today.
5ec8ef588b
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